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Technical Memorandum #4

Introduction

One of the most common complaints of visitors to Niagara Falls, New York is the lack of things to do in
the downtown area. This memorandum evaluates potential development and programming strategies that
could address this criticism. In fact, an extensive inventory of attractions and activities currently exist in
the Niagara Falls, New York area; however, the particular mix and concentration of attractions have not
led to a comparable level of spending and overnight tourism compared to Niagara Falls, Ontario. Two of
the largest attractions in the State of New York (i.e. the Niagara Falls State Park and the Seneca Niagara
Casino) are located in downtown Niagara Falls, New York and each attracts approximately 8.0 million
visitors annually. Although a portion of these visitors overlap, there is clearly an existing pool of demand
potential that could be targeted by other attractions if they were properly positioned, strategically located,
and professionally marketed to existing resident and visitor segments.

This technical memorandum aims to provide an overview of the attractions market in Niagara Falls, New
York as well as strategic recommendations for future development priorities. It is the sixth memorandum
in a series that focuses on various economic trends, statistical characteristics, and development
strategies pertaining to the Niagara Falls, New York downtown market area.

Overview of Previous Studies

Numerous past studies have developed important findings about the demand potential for attractions in
downtown Niagara Falls, New York. In general, the studies conclude that millions of overnight and daytrip
visitors travel to the area each year, mainly to visit Niagara Falls, go gambling or shopping, and to visit
friends and relatives. We highlight a few key findings from two such studies in the following discussion.

In 2004, USAN sponsored a report by Economics Research Associates (ERA) entitled Project Report:
Market Analysis for Tourist Attractions. This research concluded that visitation to Niagara Falls, New York
consisted of more than 9.3 million visitors annually. This figure includes: 5.0 million resident and out-of-
town visitors to the casino; 2.4 million “traditional tourism” visitors; and 1.9 million visitors who were
staying overnight in Niagara Falls, Ontario, but who took a “side trip” to Niagara Falls, New York.
According to internal visitor estimates, the Niagara Falls State Park and the Seneca Niagara Casino both
estimate total annual visitation of approximately 8.0 million visitors, according to more recent interviews
conducted by HVS in December 2010; it is likely that significant overlap occurs between these two sets of
attendees, so the two attendance estimates are not additive. Although the exact quantity of visitor
demand to Niagara Falls, New York may be disputable, the fact that these two attractions are among the
state’s largest draws is undisputable. These residents and visitors represent a large reservoir of untapped
potential for additional tourism attractions or activities in downtown Niagara Falls, New York.

In 2009, the Niagara Tourism and Convention Corporation released a report by Longwoods Travel
International (Longwoods) entitled 2008 Visitor Report for Niagara Falls, NY. This report estimates that
approximately 2.4 million visitors (from at least 50 miles away) stay overnight annually in Niagara Falls,
New York. The study also estimates that an additional 3.1 million visitors (from at least 50 miles away)
come to Niagara Falls, New York for daytrips each year. The study offers a profile of these visitors
showing average income, age, education levels, and other characteristics relative to a typical U.S.
traveler. One of the most important findings is that the average overnight visitor coming to Niagara Falls,
New York is away from home for approximately 4.0 nights; however, on average, these visitors spend
only 1.1 nights in Niagara Falls, New York. Presumably, visitors are spending most of their time in
Niagara Falls, Ontario or in other destinations en route to the Niagara Falls area. The previously cited
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criticism that there are limited things to do in downtown Niagara Falls, New York, is consistent with this
finding that most visitors to the area are spending a small fraction of their time in Niagara Falls, New York.

Trade Area Definitions

The trade areas for major attractions, sports facilities, and entertainment venues often consist of a
mixture of resident and visitor markets. For the purpose of this memorandum, we define an attraction’s
trade area as the geographical area from which a majority of demand originates. As such, different
attractions can have different trade areas.

In general, attractions that draw participants for a longer or more expensive experience tend to have
larger trade areas. For example, attractions, such as movie theaters that have an average experience
lasting approximately two hours and costing approximately $10 per person may have a trade area of one-
to-ten miles, depending on its advantages and disadvantages relative to competitors. On the other hand,
a longer experience or a more expensive attraction, such as a week-long packaged vacation to
Disneyland, may have a national or international trade area.

Moreover, attractions that represent the highest concentration, or cluster, of a type of activity in a large
geographical area also generally have larger trade areas than otherwise might exist based on the
average length of stay or expenditure by participants. So, a concentration of restaurants and bars which,
together, make up a marketable district, will often benefit from a larger trade area than any single
restaurant or bar would have if it were not part of the defined district. Examples include the Broad Ripple
area of Indianapolis, the Old Market district in Omaha, the Power & Light District of Kansas City, Fourth
Street Live in Louisville, San Antonio’s Riverwalk district, and the historic Old Mesilla district in Las
Cruces, New Mexico. Each of these districts, primarily defined by a high-density concentration of
restaurants and bars, attracts patrons from each market’s broader metropolitan area. Moreover, these
districts are among the most popular attractions/activities experienced by out-of-town tourists to each
respective market. Restaurants and bars are not the only types of business that can experience the
benefits of concentration by forming a district. Jewelry stores, antique vendors, sporting goods stores,
nightclubs, art galleries, and many other types of businesses have demonstrated the potential power of
critical mass in various and different market settings.

Currently, according to the most recent Longwoods study, Niagara Falls, New York has a primary trade
area that includes a multi-state region. That is, the majority of visitors originate from a region that includes
four or five states. The top five states of origin for visitors coming to Niagara Falls, New York include New
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Texas, and Ohio. According to the Longwoods study, these five states
account for approximately 64% of overnight visitors to Niagara Falls, New York.

The previously cited study by ERA defined “resident” and “tourist” market segments as a potential means
of defining a trade area for attractions in Niagara Falls, New York. The U.S. Travel Association defines a
visitor as a person who travels 50 miles or more, one way, away from home or including one or more
nights away from home. This definition is consistent with ERA’s definition of the “tourist” market segment,
while visitors residing within 50 miles are considered part of the resident market. Because the focus of
this technical memorandum is the downtown area of Niagara Falls, New York, these “resident” and
“tourist” market segments can be further segmented into Canadian versus U.S. sub-segments.

Since the focus of this technical memorandum is not one particular type of attraction, but rather a broader
evaluation of several potential attraction types, we provide a basic presentation of the likely trade areas
for a range of attraction types. The following table summarizes the likely target market trade areas or
market segments for several potential attractions that may be considered for future development in
Niagara Falls, New York.
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Target Market Trade Areas
Visitor Overnight Visitor Daytrip Resident

Attraction Category Existing Induced Existing Induced Existing Induced
Amateur Sports Complex � �
Amusement Park � �
Aquarium �
Arena (sports and entertainment) � � �
Casino Expansion � � �
Convention Center �
Dining/Entertainment District � � � �
IMAX Theater � �
Interactive Museum � �
Movie Theater � �
Niagara Experience Center � �
Niagara Falls State Park Grand Reopen � � � � �
Outdoor Amphitheater � �
Performing Arts Venue �
Shopping Center � � � �
Tourist Ride/Tour � � �
Waterpark �
Zoo � �

The target markets for different potential attractions are likely to vary substantially. For example, while an
arena or interactive museum may target existing overnight visitors as a primary demand segment, a new
convention center or amateur sports complex used to host regional tournaments would target narrow
niches of attendees who currently do not visit or reside in the Niagara Falls area. Many attractions would
target a combination of overnight visitors, daytrip visitors, and residents living within 50 miles of downtown
Niagara Falls. Because of the different target market strategies employed by each type of attraction, the
feasibility studies developed for these different attractions may have very different approaches and
methodologies. Although conducting such feasibility studies is beyond the scope of this consulting
engagement, the relative strengths and weaknesses of each broad category of demand potential listed in
the preceding table may provide preliminary guidance related to the potential feasibility of several types of
attractions.

In general, most attractions like the ones identified in the preceding table are not financially feasible with
traditional private financing. These types of attractions often require a major philanthropic sponsor or a
public-private partnership of some sort. To the extent that any public sector entity may consider
subsidizing one or more attraction to greater or lesser degrees, there are likely to be several public policy
goals or objectives to consider. In our experience, these goals and objectives can vary and are often
unique to a given community. Therefore, we have developed a changeable scoring matrix that the client
team can alter to reflect the proper weighting of its own policy priorities.

The following table summarizes several potential policy priorities that may be considered as part of any
potential public investment in the development of a new, major attraction for downtown Niagara Falls,
New York. One possible scoring system is also presented, whereby each attraction type is given a score
for each of several policy priorities. In this example, a high score of “4” indicates the best possible match
with the public sector’s objectives while a low score of “1” indicates a poor match with the public sector’s
objectives.
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Trade Area Rankings

Attraction Category
Downtown
Impact

Economic
Impact

More
Things to

Do
Market
Demand

Public Cost
Initial

Public Cost
Ongoing

Total
Score

Dining/Entertainment District � � � � � � 22
Casino Expansion � � � � � � 20
Amateur Sports Complex � � � � � � 17
State Park Grand Reopen � � � � � � 17
Arena � � � � � � 16
Movie Theater � � � � � � 16
Shopping Center � � � � � � 16
Tourist Ride/Tour � � � � � � 16
Waterpark � � � � � � 16
Amusement Park � � � � � � 14
Outdoor Amphitheater � � � � � � 14
Aquarium � � � � � � 13
IMAX Theater � � � � � � 13
Zoo � � � � � � 13
Convention Center � � � � � � 12
Performing Arts Venue � � � � � � 12
Interactive Museum � � � � � � 10
Niagara Experience Center � � � � � � 10

This sort of scoring matrix is intended to be used as a tool for evaluating different development
opportunities and proposals according to how well they score on a range of potential policy goals.
However, the client team may wish to develop its own series of policy goals to score within a scoring
matrix of this sort. As such, the preceding scores are not intended to be a final conclusion or
recommendation about which types of attractions merit the greatest consideration. For example, although
the development of a downtown dining and entertainment district may score very high on its potential
impact and market demand, it may not be possible to assemble the parcels necessary to create a
successful district of this type in Niagara Falls, New York. Similarly, while an interactive museum or the
Niagara Experience Center may score relatively lower on its potential impact and market demand, such a
development may have broad community support and may score high on other factors not listed, such as
its ability to foster learning and education about Niagara Falls.

Inventory of Entertainment/Attractions

Despite perceptions and visitor comments about the lack of things to do in Niagara Falls, New York, this
area actually features an extensive array of existing attractions and activities that are successful and
popular among guests who have experienced them. The broader downtown area of Niagara Falls, New
York currently features the following range of attractions:

1. Niagara Falls State Park

2. American Falls

3. Bridal Veil Falls

4. Cave of the Winds

5. Maid of the Mist

6. Niagara Gorge Discovery Center
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7. Daredevil Museum

8. Devil’s Hole State Park

9. Haunted House of Wax

10. Niagara Adventure Theater

11. Aquarium of Niagara

12. Hiking / Biking Trails

13. Goat Island

14. Herschell Carrousel Factory Museum

15. Rainbow Air Helicopter Tours

16. Old Falls Street (festival programming)

In addition to these attractions in and near the downtown area, numerous regional attractions also include
the following:

� Niagara Wine Trail

� Fashion Outlets of Niagara

� Old Fort Niagara

� Pine Street Restaurant District

� Golf Courses (Hyde Park; Seneca Hickory Stick; Newfane Pro-Am)

� Agri-Tourism (e.g. Becker Farms)

� Fishing

� Bird watching

� Boating

� Martin’s Fantasy Island

� Darien Lake Theme Park

This extensive range of attractions might appear to contradict data from visitor surveys and input from our
interviews that there is not much to do in Niagara Falls, New York after visiting the falls. Despite this array
of attractions, however, there are several possible explanations for why visitor perceptions continue to
reflect the previously cited comment.

Firstly, perhaps many of these attractions do not appeal to a broad cross-section of visitors. Restaurants,
bars, and retail shops would appeal to a broad range of visitors as a vast majority of visitors eat, drink,
and shop. Although demand potential for retail may be very limited downtown, there is strong demand for
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eating and drinking places. As such, one of our recommendations is to focus on attracting more bars and
restaurants downtown. If done in a dense district, these businesses can form a type of visitor attraction in
the form of a dining and entertainment district.

Secondly, perhaps many of the existing attractions are not proximately located to each other, thereby
missing an opportunity to create a high-energy district of visitor activities and attractions. Sometimes the
perception of having many activities and attractions can be enhanced by concentrating these options into
a district that can easily be marketed to visitors. Therefore, we recommend that any new attractions that
receive public incentives should be located in a concentrated district of the downtown area that can help
to define a more active district between the two anchor attractions – the falls/park and the casino – that
already attract millions of visitors each year.

Thirdly, taking visitor survey comments at face value, perhaps there simply are not enough attractions to
keep visitors occupied. Although this seems implausible, it may hold merit when considered in the
regional competitive context in which Niagara Falls, New York is often compared to Niagara Falls,
Ontario. Therefore, we recommend targeting a small number of attraction projects over the next few years
for development in the downtown area. One or two well-positioned developments could help to change
the image of the downtown area and could be cornerstones for a new dining and entertainment district
which would become a featured destination for travelers coming to the region. We recommend prioritizing
one or more such attraction projects and then developing a clear package of potential public incentives
that could be used as tools to make a project financeable. Once these potential public incentives are
defined, they will constitute one of the most important messages and communication items that
developers and investors need to be aware of before deciding to commit private resources to such
projects.

Despite the inability to market themselves as a concentrated visitor district, existing attractions and
tourism officials have done a good job trying to create linkages in other ways. For examples, multi-day
packages and visitor passes are available to visitors. Moreover, cross-marketing among attractions
occurs on numerous websites and through joint marketing ventures.

Analysis of Market Potential

The downtown area of Niagara Falls, New York currently features several popular attractions that
augment the experience of millions of daytrip and overnight visitors who come to the falls, the state park,
or the casino. The existing pool of overnight visitors, daytrip visitors, and residents combined with new
potential visitors that could be induced to visit the area because of a new attraction represent major
potential demand sources for any new attraction in the downtown area. We highlight the potential
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats that would likely impact any new attraction built
downtown.

Strengths
There are already 1.7 million overnight person days being generated in Niagara Falls, New York annually.
There are an additional 4.8 million overnight person days being generated in Niagara Falls, Ontario
annually. These guests represent a large pool of potential demand and they are easy to target since the
majority are staying overnight in area hotels. The Niagara Falls State Park and the Seneca Niagara
Casino both estimate annual attendance of at least 8.0 million guests annually. Although these attendees
partially overlap and even though many are daytrip visitors, these magnets represent long-term demand
generators for huge volumes of potential customers who are easy to target. In short, two of the most
popular attractions in the State of New York are located in downtown Niagara Falls. Together, they
represent a very large source of potential customers for almost any type of attraction located proximate to
both existing attractions.

Weaknesses
The downtown area’s current image as unsafe and unexciting is perhaps one of the biggest weaknesses
deterring development currently. The lack of coordination among landowners and developers is another
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weakness compared to other communities that have been able to create well-defined districts for tourists
to enjoy. The seasonality of demand is a clear weakness currently.

Opportunities
Each weakness represents an opportunity. We recommend that public resources committed to new
attractions or other downtown tourism development efforts should be considered in the context of whether
they improve the image of the downtown, improve the connectivity and coordination of different land uses
downtown, and/or extend the tourism season. The area’s seasonality represents an additional opportunity
to extend the high-season through targeted sales and programming efforts. For example, the appointment
of a programming task force could be one way to identify 10 weeks throughout the year that have
historically been low-season or shoulder-season weeks. The task force could be asked to create festival
or other programming activities, with the goal of maximizing overnight visitation, during these 10 weeks.
The commitment of financial resources and commitment from local hoteliers to provide room blocks are
likely to be critical to such a task force’s success. The task force’s success should be measured by
comparing the number of induced overnight room nights sold and induced spending versus the cost of all
resources spent by the task force.

Threats
There are several important threats that could continue or expand weaknesses while limiting the
community’s ability to take advantage of opportunities. One potential threat is the failure of any new
project downtown. If investors witness a new development that fails to meet financial expectations, then
such a project could scare away potential developers and investors in the future. A second potential
threat is the lack of cooperation or motivation of existing land owners. The creation of a concentrated
district of some sort (e.g. sports, entertainment, dining, shopping, or a combination of these) is a central
facet of most successful downtown tourism destinations. If land owners do not participate in a coordinated
vision of downtown, or if they decide to hold land for several years without developing it, such behavior
could severely threaten the ability to create a successful tourism district downtown. A related threat is the
need to proceed incrementally with development projects downtown. If the development of single projects
proceed incrementally and are not able to be located together quickly enough in such a way that a high-
traffic tourist district can be created, then these projects may be less likely to achieve their market
potential, which would be maximized if a well-defined and highly-concentrated tourism district could be
created and marketed to visitors.

Strategic Conclusions

We recommend that key stakeholders and policymakers with the ability to make decisions about public
incentives develop a coordinated approach to creating a downtown tourism district. We recommend
clearly defining goals and objectives for any new downtown attraction. Then we recommend focusing on
one or more high-priority attraction development projects to anchor the proposed tourism district.

Furthermore, we recommend obtaining control of key sites in the downtown area that would allow for the
creation of a highly-concentrated visitor district. We recommend the consideration of zoning and tax
changes to encourage existing owners to participate in a shared vision for the downtown tourism district.
If necessary, we recommend that eminent domain should considered when existing land owners are not
willing to, or capable of, sharing in this vision.

Finally, we recommend a targeted communication strategy to the development and investment
community that clearly articulates: (1) the public-sector’s goals and objectives for any new attraction
project; (2) the type or category of incentives and tools that will be considered if a project meets these
goals and objectives; and (3) the magnitude of potential incentives in each category defined.


